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a b s t r a c t

The normalizedmaximum likelihood (NML) index is amodel-selection index derived from theminimum-
description length principle. In contrast to traditional model-selection indices, it also quantifies
differences in flexibility between models related to their functional form. We present a new method
for computing the NML index for models of categorical data that parameterize multinomial or product-
multinomial distributions and apply it to comparing the flexibility ofmajormodels of recognitionmemory
for confidence-rating based receiver-operating-characteristic (ROC) data. NML penalties are tabulated for
datasets of typical sizes and interpolation functions are fitted that allow one to interpolate NML penalties
for datasetswith sizes between the tabulated ones. Recovery studies suggest that the NML index performs
better than traditional model-selection indices in model selection from ROC data. In an NML-basedmeta-
analysis of 850 ROC datasets, versions of the dual-process signal detection models received most support
followed by the finite mixture signal detection model and constrained versions of two-high threshold
models.

© 2015 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
Recognition memory has frequently been studied by means
of mathematical models (for a review, see Malmberg, 2008 and
Yonelinas & Parks, 2007). A range of models has been proposed. In
some models, information from memory is represented in terms
of discrete states; in others, a continuous representation of ev-
idence is postulated. Discrete-state models are variants of the
so-called threshold models (e.g., Blackwell, 1963 and Snodgrass
& Corwin, 1988); the continuous models are variants of the so-
called signal-detection models (Macmillan & Creelman, 2005). Fi-
nally, hybridmodels implement combinations of both ideas.Model
fits and comparisons are frequently based on the shape of the ob-
served receiver operating characteristic (ROC) functions.
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1. Receiver operating characteristics

In the most basic recognition experiment, participants study
items to be remembered later. In a subsequent test phase, they
are shown the studied items mixed with new items, so-called
distractors, and their task is to discriminate studied items from
new items. These data are typically modeled in terms of two
probabilities, the probability to respond OLD given an old item and
the probability to respond OLD given a new item, also called the hit
and false-alarm rates, respectively. An important line of research
is to obtain hit and false-alarm rates at different levels of response
bias and to plot hit rates against false alarm rates across levels of
response bias resulting in a so-called ROC function. Fig. 1 shows
examples of typical ROCs: From top to bottom, they are typical of
an ROC generated by a threshold model, a signal-detection model
with higher variability of the memory response for old items than
for new items, and a simpler signal detection model with equal
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Fig. 1. Example ROC functions.

variability for old and new items. All of these fall above the chance-
level diagonal that is also shown.

Different levels of response bias are traditionally produced
via manipulations of base rates of old relative to new items
in the test phase or by payoff manipulations (Bröder & Schütz,
2009). The vast majority of studies in the field has, however,
relied on a less expensive method of generating ROC data via
confidence ratings (see Wixted, 2007 and Yonelinas & Parks, 2007,
for reviews). That is, ratings of confidence in the OLD or NEW
response, as the case may be, are collected and the different levels
of confidence interpreted as expressing different levels of response
bias. Although most widely used in research on recognition
memory, confidence-rating data and (some of) the above models
also play an important role in perception (e.g., Swets, Tanner, &
Birdsall, 1961) and reasoning (e.g., Dube, Rotello, & Heit, 2010).

Despite decades of research, the question which of the above
models provide the best description of the data in recognition
memory is still under debate (e.g., Bröder & Schütz, 2009; Dube
& Rotello, 2012; Kellen & Klauer, 2014; Kellen, Klauer, & Bröder,
2013; Kellen, Singmann, Vogt, & Klauer, 2015; Onyper, Zhang, &
Howard, 2010; Province & Rouder, 2012;Wixted, 2007 and Yoneli-
nas & Parks, 2007). To our minds, several factors have prevented
this very productive field from reaching a clear and non-contested
decision on the most adequate model. Among these are the dis-
torting, but often ignored influences of individual differences in
memory performance and response-bias settings and of analogous
differences between items (Klauer & Kellen, 2010; Rouder & Lu,
2005), an over-reliance on one method, the confidence-rating
paradigm, and the absence of model-selection measures that take
into account differences between models in flexibility related to
functional form. The purpose of the present manuscript is to ad-
dress this last problem for the important case of confidence-rating
data in a similar fashion as described by Kellen et al. (2013) and
Klauer and Kellen (2011a) for binary OLD/NEW ROC data (see also
Kellen & Klauer, 2011). It turns out that some of the solutions de-
veloped here are evenmore widely applicable than defined by this
original purpose as elaborated on below.

2. Model selection

Given data and a range of models, the task to select the model
that most parsimoniously accounts for the data is discussed under
the heading ‘‘model selection’’. There is a growing awareness in
psychology that goodness of fit and model flexibility should both
be weighed when evaluating mathematical models. For example,
two special issues of the Journal of Mathematical Psychology
(Myung, Forster, & Brown, 2000; Wagenmakers & Waldorf, 2006)
were recently devoted to this topic.

In recognition memory, model selection has usually relied
on the Akaike information criterion (AIC) and the Bayesian
information criterion (BIC; see, e.g., Burnham & Anderson, 2005).
Let f be the model’s probability function, x the observed data, and
θ̂ (x) themaximum-likelihood estimate of the pmodel parameters,
θ = (θ1, . . . , θp). AIC and BIC are given by

AIC = −2 log f (x | θ̂ (x)) + 2p, and

BIC = −2 log f (x | θ̂ (x)) + p ∗ log(N),

whereN is the number of data points. In both indices, the first term
quantifies the model’s goodness of fit (minus twice the maximum
log-likelihood), and the second term is the flexibility penalty. AIC
and BIC thus gauge model flexibility basically in terms of the
number of parameters. This is both crude and not very helpful in
the present context. It is crude because an extra parameter can
have anything between very little effect on the model’s flexibility
(i.e., on its capability to fit diverse datasets) and a tremendous
effect depending on the functional form via which it enters the
model equations. It is also not very helpful given that many of the
major models employ the same number of parameters in fitting
ROC data (plus or minus one or two). This problem has repeatedly
been noted in the literature, without definitive solution so far
(Macho, 2004; Onyper et al., 2010 and Wixted, 2007; see also
Cohen, Rotello, & Macmillan, 2008).

The purpose of the present project is to bring functional
form into consideration using recent developments in the model-
selection field based on the minimum-description-length (MDL)
principle (Myung, Navarro, & Pitt, 2006). Roughly, a model reduces
the complexity of a code (e.g., a string of binary values) needed
to describe the data, because only the model, the estimated
parameter values as well as the residuals have to be encoded,
once the model has been fit. Inasmuch as the residuals show less
variability than the original data, a goodmodel thereby reduces the
code needed to describe the dataset. The code length is a function
of both the model’s complexity and its ability to account for the
data (Grünwald, 2007).

Model selection based on the minimum-description-length
principle has a strong track record in psychology. These modern
methods have to date been applied to the class of multinomial
processing tree models (Wu, Myung, & Batchelder, 2010a,b), to
models of human categorization (Myung, Pitt, & Navarro, 2007), to
clustering models (Navarro & Lee, 2005), to models of recognition
memory (Kellen & Klauer, 2011; Kellen et al., 2013; Klauer &
Kellen, 2011a), to decision making (Davis-Stober & Brown, 2011;
Moshagen & Hilbig, 2014), and to structural equation models
(Preacher, 2006), among others.

In the present context, the principle leads to the normalized
maximum likelihood index (NML) for model selection. Much like
AIC and BIC, the index adds minus the maximum log-likelihood
of the data given the model and a penalty term for the model’s
flexibility. The penalty is given by the logarithm of the sum of
maximum likelihood values summed over the entire set of possible
data patterns y that might in principle occur in the experimental
setting. NML2 is given by

NML = − log f (x | θ̂ (x)) + log

y

f (y | θ̂ (y)).

2 Strictly speaking, this expression gives the logarithm of NML. NML cannot be
computed for the case of continuous data as the penalty term is not finite for
continuous data (e.g., Karabatsos &Walker, 2006). This problem can be sidestepped
through the introduction of a (informative) prior distribution for the data in the
computation of the penalty (see Zhang, 2011).
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The penalty term, log


y f (y | θ̂ (y)), is a measure of the model’s
ability to fit data in general, whatever the data. The resulting
model-selection index is principled and has a couple of desirable
properties (Grünwald, 2007, Chapter 7; Myung, Balasubramanian,
& Pitt, 2000 and Rissanen, 1996, 2001) such as, in the present
context, consistency: Roughly, if one of the models is the correct
one, use of NMLwill select it as sample size increases. Importantly,
NML behaves as onewould intuitively expect of an index that takes
functional form into account (see e.g., Kellen&Klauer, 2011; Klauer
& Kellen, 2011a; Su, Myung, & Pitt, 2005 andWu et al., 2010a,b). In
simulation studies, use ofMDL-basedmodel-selection indices such
as NML led to more valid results than the use of only goodness-of-
fit values, or AIC (Klauer & Kellen, 2011a; Myung et al., 2007), or
BIC (Klauer & Kellen, 2011a; Su et al., 2005).

NML has a simple interpretation: The model’s fit to the data
is put in relation to the model’s ability to fit data in general. This
addresses in a head-on fashion concerns raised by Roberts and
Pashler (2000) and others (e.g., Chechile, 1998 and Myung, 2000)
that a given level of model fit should be related to the a priori
probability that the model provides a given level of fit.

Although more sophisticated than AIC and BIC, a more wide-
spread use of NML has been hampered by the difficulty of comput-
ing the index. ComputingNML involves processing all data patterns
that can in principle occur in an experiment, which implies pro-
hibitively many computations even for modern computers. Klauer
and Kellen (2011a) developed a new method to compute NML as
well as an asymptotic approximation thereof, the Fisher informa-
tion approximation (FIA), for data frombase rate and payoff experi-
mentswith binary (OLD/NEW) responses for themajor recognition
models.

3. Overview

A first question pursued here iswhether similarmethods can be
developed for the case of confidence-rating data. It turns out that
it is possible to use a similar approach to compute the NML indices
for confidence-rating data. In fact, the method that we propose is
sufficiently general to be applicable for the purpose of computing
NML for any model based on categorical data parameterizing
multinomial or product-multinomial distributions (e.g., Kellen,
Singmann, & Klauer, 2014). The new method should thereby be
helpful for the entire huge field of categorical data analysis (e.g.,
Agresti, 1990 and Bishop, Fienberg, & Holland, 1975) beyond the
narrower fields of recognition memory, perception, and reasoning
on which we focus here.

Having described the new method, we go on to apply it to
the computation of NML indices for the major models in use
in recognition memory in order to (a) assess and compare their
flexibility and (b) provide researcherswith a range of precomputed
and tabulated indices as well as interpolation functions covering
the most frequent sizes of datasets encountered in the literature.

In a recovery study, we then compare the performance of the
NML, AIC, and BIC indices in selecting the underlying models from
sets of candidate models. Finally, we apply the new method in
a meta-analytic study to a large set of existing confidence-rating
datasets. We begin by a brief description of the range of models
considered here.

4. Models

Confidence ratings in recognition memory are typically given
on (or recoded to) a 2k-point rating scale ranging from 1
(highest-confidence NEW judgment) to 2k (highest-confidence
OLD judgment) allowing one to discriminate between k levels of
confidence in the OLD or NEW judgment as the case may be. The
data are then modeled in terms of the probabilities of producing
response category r, P(R = r | old) and P(R = r | new), given
an old item and a new item, respectively, for r = 1, . . . , 2k. Most
often, the number of response categories r is even, but depending
upon the precise response format, odd numbers can occur. Let M
be the number of response categories minus one.

In terms of models, the major players are the One-High Thresh-
old Model (1HTM), the Two-High Threshold Model (2HTM), the
Equal-Variance Signal Detection Model (EVSDT), the Unequal-
Variance Signal Detection Model (UVSDT), the Dual-Process Sig-
nal Detection Model (DPSDT), the Finite Mixture Signal Detection
Model (MSDT), and the Variable-Recollection Dual-Process model
(VRDP). Let us consider these in turn, beginning with the continu-
ous models. Fig. 2 gives a graphical depiction of core assumptions
of the discrete, continuous, and hybrid models.

In the signal detection models (Macmillan & Creelman, 2005),
it is assumed that each item evokes a value on a familiarity
dimension. Furthermore, decision makers are assumed to place M
criteria, c1 < c2 < · · · < cM , on that dimension partitioning it
into M + 1 intervals that are mapped onto the M + 1 response
categories. Old and new items generate distributions on the
familiarity dimension assumed to be normalwithmeans separated
by µ. In the EVSDT, both distributions are assumed to have equal
variances,which,without loss of generality, can be set equal to one,
whereas the mean of the distribution of new items can be set to
zero. The model equations are:

P(R = r | old) = F(cr − µ) − F(cr−1 − µ),

P(R = r | new) = F(cr) − F(cr−1),

where F is the cumulative distribution function of the standard
normal distribution, r = 1, . . . ,M + 1, c0 = −∞, cM+1 = ∞,
and F(−∞) = 0, F(∞) = 1.

In the UVSDT, the distribution of old items is assumed to have
a variance σ 2 that may differ from the variance of the distribution
of new items. Hence,

P(R = r | old) = F

cr − µ

σ


− F


cr−1 − µ

σ


,

P(R = r | new) = F(cr) − F(cr−1),

for r = 1, . . . ,M + 1.
In the MSDT (DeCarlo, 2002), the distribution of old items

is assumed to be a mixture of two equal-variance normal
distributions—one corresponding to items that were attended to
during studywithmeanµ, the other one to unattended itemswith
meanµ∗, withµ ≥ µ∗ andwithµ∗ often set equal to zero. The pro-
portion of attended items is described by themixture coefficient λ.
Hence,

P(R = r | old) = λ(F(cr − µ) − F(cr−1 − µ))
+ (1 − λ)(F(cr − µ∗) − F(cr−1 − µ∗))

P(R = r | new) = F(cr) − F(cr−1),

for r = 1, . . . ,M + 1. The MSDT is equivalent to the VRDP model
by Onyper et al. (2010) in the present context. We will refer to the
submodel with µ∗

= 0 as MSDT0.
The DPSDT (Yonelinas, 1997) combines high-threshold and

signal-detection assumptions. It is assumed that a certain propor-
tion R of old items is recollected, leading to a highest-confidence
OLD response. If recollection fails, responses are governed by the
EVSDT. Hence,

P(R = M + 1 | old) = R + (1 − R)(F(cM+1 − µ) − F(cM − µ)),

P(R = r | old) = (1 − R)(F(cr − µ) − F(cr−1 − µ))
for r < M + 1,

P(R = r | new) = F(cr) − F(cr−1) for r = 1, . . . ,M + 1.

In the 1HTM (Blackwell, 1963), it is assumed that memory
can be described by two discrete states, termed (1) ‘‘detection’’
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Fig. 2. Graphical depictions of major models of recognition memory for confidence-rating data.
or ‘‘remember’’ and (2) ‘‘guess’’. Given an old item, the item can
either be remembered with probability Do, leading to a highest-
confidence OLD response, or not, inwhich case a response category
r is guessed with probability ar , r = 1, . . . ,M + 1. Responses for
new items are based only on guessing. This leads to the following
model equations:

P(R = M + 1 | old) = Do + (1 − Do)aM+1,

P(R = r | old) = (1 − Do)ar for r < M + 1,
P(R = r | new) = ar for r = 1, . . . ,M + 1.

Note that one of the guessing parameters ar is redundant, because
the a parameters have to sum to one.

In the 2HTM (Snodgrass & Corwin, 1988), there is an additional
state of distractor detection that is reached with probability Dn
given a new item and leads to the highest-confidence NEW
response. Hence, the model equations are:

P(R = M + 1 | old) = Do + (1 − Do)aM+1,

P(R = r | old) = (1 − Do)ar for r < M + 1,
P(R = r | new) = (1 − Dn)ar for r > 1,
P(R = 1 | new) = Dn + (1 − Dn)a1.

A model with Do = Dn is also often considered (e.g., Bröder &
Schütz, 2009) which we will refer to as 2HTMDo=Dn .

1HTM, 2HTMDo=Dn , and EVSDT employ M + 1 parameters,
2HTM, UVSDT, DPSDT, and MSDT0 M + 2 parameters, and MSDT
M+3 parameters, whereas the confidence-rating data provide 2M
non-redundant observed response frequencies.

4.1. Order restrictions and response mappings

One of the advantages of the minimum-description-length
approach to model selection is that it is able to capture reductions
in model flexibility produced by a priori order restrictions on
parameters, despite the fact that these restrictions do not reduce
the number of parameters.3 In the case of the continuous
and hybrid models (EVSDT, UVSDT, DPSDT, MSDT0, MSDT), we
constrain parameter µ to be larger or at best equal to zero a
priori; for MSDT we impose µ ≥ µ∗

≥ 0. The constraints imply
that performance in discriminating between old and new items
should not be reliably lower than chance (with the exception of
UVSDT that can accommodate below-chance performance even
under the restriction µ ≥ 0). These constraints are accepted by
most researchers working in the field on theoretical grounds, and
they lead to a fairer comparisonwith the discrete-statemodels that
rule out below-chance performance via the functional formof their
model equations without additional parametric constraints.

Furthermore, a common finding in recognition memory and
perception is that of asymmetric ROCs (e.g. Glanzer, Kim, Adams,
& Hilford, 1999; Ratcliff, Sheu, & Gronlund, 1992 and Swets et al.,
1961). The asymmetry can be accommodated by constraining
UVSDT parameter σ to be larger or at best equal to one. Like
Klauer and Kellen (2011a), we therefore consider two variants of
the UVSDT model, one without constraint on σ and one with σ ≥

1 to which we will refer as UVSDTσ≥1. Imposing the constraint
implies a benefit in computing the NML penalty, and leads to
a fairer comparison with models such as DPSDT and MSDT that
accommodate the asymmetry via the functional form of the model
equations without additional parametric constraint (for R > 0 in

3 We already noted in the definition of the continuous and hybridmodels that the
response criteria ci are ordered so that c1 ≤ c2 ≤ · · · ≤ cM . This constraint ensures
that the probabilities defined by the model equations are nonnegative. It is not a
constraint on the flexibility of the model in the sense that relaxing the constraint
would lead to a model that can accommodate additional datasets. Instead relaxing
the constraint would lead to a ill-defined model predicting negative probabilities.
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DPSDT and λ < 1 inMSDT). Considering the 2HTM, the asymmetry
is accommodated by the constraint Do ≥ Dn (Klauer & Kellen,
2011a) and like for the UVSDT, we consider two versions of the
2HTM, one without and one with the constraint, the latter termed
2HTMDo≥Dn .

The 1HTMand2HTMoftenperformpoorly in fitting confidence-
rating based ROC data, whereas the other models perform bet-
ter. The discrete-state models as stated above predict linear ROCs,
whereas ROCs obtainedwith confidence-rating data are frequently
curved (Yonelinas & Parks, 2007). However, as already pointed out
by Erdfelder and Buchner (1998) and Malmberg (2002; see also
Bröder, Kellen, Schütz, & Rohrmeier, 2013; Bröder & Schütz, 2009;
Klauer & Kellen, 2010, 2011b; Krantz, 1969; Luce, 1963 and Schütz
& Bröder, 2011), the threshold models’ predictions of linear ROCs
depend on assumptions about how detect states are mapped on
rating categories. The prediction of linear ROCs is predicated on
the assumption that in a ‘‘detect’’ state, the highest confidence
level is invariably chosen on the correct side of the rating scale
(i.e., on the OLD side in a ‘‘detect old’’ or ‘‘recollection’’ state, and on
the NEW side in a ‘‘detect new’’ or distractor-detection state). But
well-documented individual differences in response styles regard-
ing the use of extreme response categories and response strate-
gies (Böckenholt, 2012), intra-individual variations and sequential
dependencies in scale usage, and simply, the possibility of ran-
dom errors (Rieskamp, 2008) all suggest that a certain proportion
of responses generated from detect/recollection states might be
mapped on less than highest confidence ratings. As soon as this
possibility is admitted, models with detection/recollection states
can predict curved ROCs similar to those predicted by continuous
models.

For these reasons, wewill also consider versions of the discrete-
state and hybrid models with (non-deterministic) response
mapping. For example, the 1HTM, the 2HTM, and the DPSDT
have a detect state for old items that is reached with probability
Do (1HTM, 2HTM) or R (DPSDT). In the version with response
mapping, it is assumed that aside from highest-confidence OLD
responses, lower-confidenceOLD responses also occurwith certain
probabilities s. Let kOLD be the lowest-confidence OLD response.
Then, in the detect state for old items, response r with r ≥ kOLD
is chosen with probability sM+2−r , where s1, s2, . . . , sM+2−kOLD are
parameters to be estimated from the data with the constraint that
they have to sum to one. Thus, s1 is the probability that the highest-
confidence OLD response is chosen in the OLD detect state, s2 the
probability of choosing the next lower confidence OLD response,
and so forth. For example, the DPSDT with response mapping is
defined by the following equations:

P(R = r | old) = R × sM+2−r + (1 − R)(F(cM+1 − µ)
− F(cM − µ)) for r ≥ kOLD

P(R = r | old) = (1 − R)(F(cr − µ) − F(cr−1 − µ))
for r < kOLD,

P(R = r | new) = F(cr) − F(cr−1) for r = 1, . . . ,M + 1.

The 2HTMalso comprises a detect state for new items, forwhich an
analogous responsemapping can be definedwith new parameters.
In many situations, it makes sense to assume that the same s
parameters describe the responsemapping of OLD andNEWdetect
states on confidence levels (so that sM+1 = s1, sM = s2, and
so forth), and we employ this simplifying assumption for the
present analyses (but see Kellen et al., 2015 and Klauer & Kellen,
2010). Results for models from the 2HTM family with different
response mappings for new and old items can be found in the
online supplement (see Appendix B). Discrete-state models with
response mappings have been successfully fitted by Erdfelder and
Buchner (1998), Klauer and Kellen (2010, 2011b), and Schütz and
Bröder (2011), among others.
In what follows, let us refer to the 1HTM, 2HTMDo=Dn , 2HTM,
and DPSDT without (non-deterministic) response mapping as
1HTMwo, 2HTMDo=Dn,wo2HTMwo, and DPSDTwo (wo for ‘‘without’’),
and let us use 1HTM, 2HTMDo=Dn , 2HTM, and DPSPDT for the
models with response mapping. For the models with response
mapping, it is possible, for example, that lowest confidence ratings
would be strongly preferred even in detect/recollection states
(i.e., these confidence levels can have the largest s parameters).
This has prompted criticisms to the effect that the models with
response mapping deal with rating scales in an arbitrary and post-
hocmanner (e.g., Dubé, Rotello, & Pazzaglia, 2013, Pazzaglia, Dubé,
& Rotello, 2013; see also Batchelder & Alexander, 2013). According
to the critics, these model variants are overly complex (Dube,
Rotello, & Heit, 2011).

The problem critiqued is somewhat mitigated if models are
evaluated using NML which penalizes the models for increases
in flexibility. Nevertheless, as we have argued elsewhere (Klauer,
Singmann, & Kellen, 2015), it is possible to define psychologically
more meaningful response mappings by imposing restrictions on
the mapping parameters s. Specifically, for model variants with
subscript ‘‘r’’, 1HTMr, 2HTMDo=Dn,r, 2HTMr, and DPSDTr, we im-
pose the restriction that parameters s have to increase mono-
tonically as confidence level increases. Even more restrictively,
for model variants with subscript ‘‘r2’’, 1HTMr2, 2HTMDo=Dn,r2,
2HTMr2, and DPSDTr2, this same order restriction is in force and
in addition, only the s parameters for the two highest confidence
levels are allowed to differ from zero. In other words, under these
models detect/recollection states are mapped onto the correct
response with either highest confidence level, or with next-to-
highest confidence (with smaller probability). Note that the differ-
ent response mappings define a nested series of models for each
model with discrete-state elements. For example, DPSDTwo is a
submodel of DPSDTr2, which is a submodel of DPSDTr, which is a
submodel of DPSDT. Remember also that NML is particularly well
suited to quantify the increase in flexibility within these series of
nested models even where number of parameters and hence AIC
and BIC do not distinguish between the nested models (e.g., be-
tween DPSDTr and DPSDT). Table 1 provides an overview of the
resulting set of 25 models considered.

5. Computing NML for categorical data

In computing NML, the challenging part is to compute the sum
over all data patterns y of the maximum likelihood under a given
model,


y f (y | θ̂ (y)). One idea in Klauer and Kellen (2011a) was

to state that sumas the integral over f (y | θ̂ (y))with respect to the
counting measure ν that assigns measure 1 to each data pattern y
that can occur:

T =


y

f (y | θ̂ (y)) =


f (y | θ̂ (y))dν(y).

Thismakes it possible to applymethods ofMonte Carlo integration
to approximate the sum via the independent importance sampling
algorithm (Evans & Swartz, 2000, Chapter 6; see also Roos, 2008,
for an independent application of Monte Carlo integration to the
computation of NML). For this purpose, data patterns yi, i =

1, . . . ,m, are sampled from a density g defined on the data space
with g > 0 for all data patterns that can occur, and the integral
T =


f is approximated by Tm =

1
m

m
i=1 f (yi | θ̂ (yi))/g(yi).

One condition that is sufficient for Tm to converge to the integral
in question as m becomes large is that g dominates f , that is that
there is a value M > 0 such that f (y) ≤ Mg(y) for all y in the
data space. In addition, the rate of convergence will largely depend
upon the similarity of f and g . Ideally, f

g should be a constant.
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Table 1
The set of recognition memory models considered.

Acronym Description p

1HTMwo One-high threshold model without response mapping M + 1
1HTMr2 · · · with order-constrained response mapping restricted to the two highest confidence levels M + 2
1HTMr · · · with order-constrained response mapping M + (M + 1)/2
1HTM · · · with unconstrained response mapping M + (M + 1)/2
2HTMDo=Dn,wo Two-high threshold model with Do = Dn and without response mapping M + 1
2HTMDo=Dn,r2 · · · with order-constrained response mapping restricted to the two highest confidence levels M + 2
2HTMDo=Dn,r · · · with order-constrained response mapping M + (M + 1)/2
2HTMDo=Dn · · · with unconstrained response mapping M + (M + 1)/2
EVSDT Equal-variance-signal detection model M + 1
UVSDTσ≥1 Unequal-variance signal detection model with the constraint σ ≥ 1 M + 2
UVSDT Unequal-variance signal detection model M + 2
2HTMDo≥Dn,wo Two-high threshold model with Do ≥ Dn and without response mapping M + 2
2HTMDo≥Dn,r2 · · · with order-constrained response mapping restricted to the two highest confidence levels M + 3
2HTMDo≥Dn,r · · · with order-constrained response mapping M+1+(M+1)/2
2HTMDo≥Dn · · · with unconstrained response mapping M+1+(M+1)/2
2HTMwo Two-high threshold model without response mapping M + 2
2HTMr2 · · · with order-constrained response mapping restricted to the two highest confidence levels M + 3
2HTMr · · · with order-constrained response mapping M+1+(M+1)/2
2HTM · · · with unconstrained response mapping M+1+(M+1)/2
DPSDTwo Dual-process signal detection model without response mapping M + 2
DPSDTr2 · · · with order-constrained response mapping restricted to the two highest confidence levels M + 3
DPSDTr · · · with order-constrained response mapping M+1+(M+1)/2
DPSDT · · · with unconstrained response mapping M+1+(M+1)/2
MSDT0 Finite mixture signal detection model with µ∗

= 0 M + 2
MSDT Finite mixture signal detection model M + 3

Note. p = number of parameters;M = number of response categories minus one; ‘‘/’’ refers to integer division. For oddM + 1 such as for seven-point scales, the scale has a
neutral midpoint given by (M + 2)/2.
A second idea in Klauer and Kellen (2011a) was to use a
density g that is proportional to the maximum likelihood of the
saturated model. The saturated model is a model that can fit each
data pattern y perfectly and the maximum likelihood of which
can be stated explicitly. Obviously, g dominates any model-based
maximum-likelihood function f (y | θ̂ (y)), because the maximum
likelihood of the saturated model cannot be smaller than that
of a restricted model. In addition, g is similar to the maximum-
likelihood of recognition-memory models to the extent to which
these are similar to the saturated model, that is impose few
restrictions on the data. For binary OLD/NEW ROCs with base rate
or payoff manipulation of response bias, it was possible to sample
data patterns from the distribution defined by density g relatively
efficiently. The resulting algorithm was sufficiently efficient to
allowone to compute theNML indices for datasets of realistic sizes.

Computing a model’s NML index in this way involves three
steps:

1. Sampling datasets from a density proportional to themaximum
likelihood of the saturated model;

2. fitting the model to each dataset; and
3. computing the average ratio of the maximum likelihood of the

model and that of the saturatedmodel across sampled datasets.

In Klauer and Kellen’s (2011a) situation, sampling (Step 1) can
be performed for each response-bias condition and for trials with
old and new items separately due to an independence property of
the saturated model for binary OLD/NEW data. The problem here
is that a similar independence property of the saturated model
across response-bias conditions does not exist for confidence-
rating data. This entails that the sampling method used by Klauer
and Kellen (2011a) for the independent importance sampling
algorithm, namely rejection sampling (Gelman, Carlin, Stern, &
Rubin, 2004, Chapter 11), cannot be employed with any efficiency.

Themajor new idea pursued here is to propose a highly efficient
Gibbs sampler (Gelman et al., 2004, Chapter 11) for sampling from
the distribution defined by the density g that is proportional to the
maximum-likelihood function of the saturated model. We specify
the Gibbs sampler for a single multinomial distribution; the case
of product-multinomial distributions comprising several category
systems (here, the two rating scales for old and new items) follows
directly, because the distributions over separate category systems
are stochastically independent under the distribution defined by
the maximum-likelihood function of the saturated model.

Consider a set of frequency counts y = (y1, . . . , yM+1). The
density g is proportional to

g ∝


n

y1, . . . , yM+1

 M+1
i=1

yi
n

yi
,

where n =
M+1

i=1 yi is a given constant. Because of this, one of the
yi is redundant. Let us therefore consider only yi for i ≤ M , noting
that yM+1 = n −

M
j=1 yj.

For the Gibbs sampler, we need to specify, and be able to sample
from, each of the conditional distributions of yi given all other non-
redundant frequency counts y(i)

= (y1, . . . , yi−1, yi+1, . . . , yM),
for i = 1, . . . ,M . It turns out that

P(yi | y(i)) ∝
n!

yi!yM+1!

yi
n

yi yM+1

n

yM+1
.

Note further yM+1 = n − yi −


j≠i,1≤j≤M yj and let m = n −
j≠i,1≤j≤M yj, which is a constant given y(i) (and n). This implies

P(yi | y(i)) ∝
n!

yi!(m − yi)!

yi
n

yi

m − yi

n

m−yi

=
m!

yi!(m − yi)!
n!
m!

 yi
m

yi

m − yi

m

m−yi m
n

m

∝


m
yi

  yi
m

yi

m − yi

m

m−yi
,

because the other terms in the products are given and can hence
be absorbed in the proportionality constant. In words, the required
conditional distribution function is proportional to the maximum-
likelihood function of the saturated binomialmodel given a total of
m trials. It is not difficult to sample from this distribution efficiently
(Klauer & Kellen, 2011a).
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Table 2
NML penalties (NMLP ) for a six-point rating scale.

Model p Number of trials with old items (same as for new items)
30 50 100 300 500 1000 3000 5000 10000

1HTMwo 6 9.98 11.35 13.21 16.29 17.76 19.75 22.98 24.49 26.58
1HTMr2 7 10.60 12.13 14.22 17.73 19.40 21.71 25.45 27.20 29.59
1HTMr 8 11.04 12.68 14.96 18.83 20.70 23.29 27.51 29.50 32.18
1HTM 8 12.09 13.84 16.26 20.28 22.18 24.85 29.16 31.17 33.86
2HTMDo=Dn,wo 6 9.65 10.96 12.85 15.88 17.36 19.34 22.57 24.08 26.15
2HTMDo=Dn,r2 7 9.96 11.41 13.46 16.87 18.52 20.79 24.49 26.23 28.60
2HTMDo=Dn,r 8 10.13 11.67 13.85 17.58 19.36 21.86 25.96 27.93 30.62
2HTMDo=Dn 8 10.94 12.64 14.96 18.89 20.78 23.36 27.59 29.55 32.31
EVSDT 6 10.85 12.26 14.17 17.27 18.75 20.76 24.03 25.54 27.61
UVSDTσ≥1 7 12.10 13.73 15.92 19.57 21.26 23.61 27.41 29.19 31.57
UVSDT 7 12.64 14.27 16.52 20.19 21.87 24.26 28.03 29.81 32.23
2HTMDo≥Dn,wo 7 10.32 11.80 13.82 17.25 18.89 21.18 24.85 26.60 28.96
2HTMDo≥Dn,r2 8 10.91 12.53 14.80 18.61 20.46 23.00 27.19 29.18 31.88
2HTMDo≥Dn,r 9 11.27 13.00 15.42 19.52 21.54 24.36 28.95 31.14 34.10
2HTMDo≥Dn 9 12.32 14.16 16.70 20.97 23.01 25.91 30.59 32.81 35.78
2HTMwo 7 10.73 12.25 14.30 17.78 19.46 21.77 25.48 27.26 29.60
2HTMr2 8 11.40 13.02 15.33 19.24 21.07 23.65 27.87 29.84 32.54
2HTMr 9 11.77 13.52 16.02 20.15 22.16 24.98 29.59 31.80 34.78
2HTM 9 12.77 14.64 17.26 21.54 23.58 26.52 31.23 33.45 36.46
DPSDTwo 7 11.08 12.59 14.61 18.02 19.60 21.86 25.52 27.27 29.61
DPSDTr2 8 11.31 12.87 15.05 18.77 20.52 23.07 27.17 29.13 31.81
DPSDTr 9 11.51 13.17 15.47 19.45 21.39 24.11 28.66 30.82 33.75
DPSDT 9 12.28 14.08 16.56 20.78 22.81 25.61 30.24 32.46 35.42
MSDT0 7 11.31 12.87 14.99 18.49 20.13 22.43 26.17 27.96 30.33
MSDT 8 11.35 12.95 15.12 18.78 20.51 23.00 27.08 28.97 31.63

Note. p = number of parameters.
One Gibbs step cycles through the M conditional distributions
of yi given y(i). Specifically, starting with y⟨0⟩

= y, do for i =

1, . . . ,M , in order:

• Set m = y⟨i−1⟩
i + y⟨i−1⟩

M+1 .
• If m = 0, set y⟨i⟩

= y⟨i−1⟩,
• else:

– sample a number x from the distribution with density
function proportional to themaximum-likelihood function of
the saturated binomial model with a total ofm trials, and

– set y⟨i⟩
i = x, y⟨i⟩

M+1 = m − x, and y⟨i⟩
j = y⟨i−1⟩

j , for 1 ≤ j ≤

M, j ≠ i.

The outcome of one such Gibbs step is given by y⟨M⟩. Only y⟨M⟩

is used for Steps 2 and 3 of the NML algorithm, whereas the
intermediate y⟨i⟩ are discarded. Furthermore, the outcome of one
Gibbs step, y⟨M⟩, is the starting point, y⟨0⟩, for the next Gibbs step.

Gibbs sampling is employed for Step 1 of the above NML
algorithm. For Step 2 (fitting the models), it is essential that
maximum likelihood estimation is implemented efficiently for
each model and data pattern. We used a fast modified Newton
algorithm (procedure E04LYF from the NAG FORTRAN library) for
the purpose. The outcome of Step 3 of the above NML algorithm
approximates the desired integral up to a multiplicative constant.
In Appendix A, we describe how we computed the constant.

For the current computations we implemented an additional
refinement of the algorithm that further increases its speed con-
siderably. More details on the algorithm (convergence monitoring
for the Gibbs sampler, computation of the multiplicative constant,
assessment of approximation error, the additional refinement) are
described in Appendix A. The FORTRAN code of the program used
for NML computations can be obtained from the first author. It calls
routines from the NAG and IMSL libraries for numerical computa-
tion.

The algorithm computes the set of NML indices for the set of
25 models considered here within hours for six-point rating scales
and dataset sizes below n = 100 old and n = 100 new items
on a fast personal computer (2 Intel R⃝ Xeon R⃝ X5675 processors
with clock speed 3.07 GHz enabling 32 parallel threads on a 64 bit
operating system). It takes days to compute the entire set of 25
NML penalties for larger values ofM and n.

Importantly, the current algorithm is not restricted to models
of recognition memory nor confidence-rating paradigms, but
can be applied to any model of categorical data specifying
multinomial or product-multinomial distributions, opening up a
huge range of potential applications (e.g., Agresti, 1990; Bishop
et al., 1975; for binomial distributions, see Klauer & Kellen,
2011a). In consequence, it is also likely to be useful for many
researchers outside the fields of recognition memory, perception,
and reasoning.

The speed of convergence of the algorithm depends strongly
on the flexibility of the model in question: More flexible models
are more similar to the proposal distribution based on the
saturated model and can therefore be approximated faster. Thus,
the algorithm is likely to be most useful where the models under
scrutiny are not too restrictive relative to the saturated model as
roughly quantified by the degrees of freedom left for the model’s
goodness-of-fit test. In any event, the present algorithm is of course
much faster than computingNMLby enumerating all data patterns,
which is completely infeasible even for small datasets due to a
combinatorial explosion.

6. Flexibility of the models

Table 2 shows the models’ NML penalty terms for six-point
rating scales and trial numbers ranging from n = 30 and n = 30
trials with old and new items, respectively, to n = 10,000 trials
of each kind as might arise in analyzing aggregate data. Analogous
tables for seven-point and eight-point rating scales are provided in
the online supplement (see Appendix B).

Several trends can be seen in Table 2. First, the penalties of
submodels are smaller than those of their superordinate models,
even if the same number of parameters is employed (compare,
e.g., 2HTMDo≥Dn and 2HTM). Second, the flexibility of the discrete
models and the DPSDT models depend strongly on the constraints
imposed on the response mappings. Third, consider datasets of
typical size (n ≤ 300), order-constrained response mappings,
and the models that are tailored to accommodate asymmetric
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Table 3
Interpolation function details and selected FIAf penalties.

Model RMSE Parameters FIAf

Fit CV a b c

1HTMwo 0.01 0.03 4.55 0.47 2.30 2.32
1HTMr2 0.01 0.02 6.59 0.44 1.24 1.27
1HTMr 0.01 0.01 9.54 0.42 −0.28 −0.23
1HTM 0.01 0.03 7.30 0.45 1.50 1.56
2HTMDo=Dn,wo 0.01 0.01 5.01 0.47 1.87 1.87
2HTMDo=Dn,r2 0.01 0.02 7.54 0.41 0.19 0.22
2HTMDo=Dn,r 0.02 0.03 10.83 0.36 −2.07 −1.99
2HTMDo=Dn 0.01 0.04 8.49 0.41 −0.16 −0.11
EVSDT 0.01 0.03 3.67 0.48 3.36
UVSDTσ≥1 0.01 0.02 4.22 0.44 3.26
UVSDT 0.01 0.01 3.73 0.45 3.93
2HTMDo≥Dn,wo 0.00 0.02 7.30 0.40 0.54 0.61
2HTMDo≥Dn,r2 0.02 0.01 9.67 0.39 −0.67 −0.58
2HTMDo≥Dn,r 0.01 0.01 12.31 0.34 −2.73 −2.49
2HTMDo≥Dn 0.01 0.03 10.12 0.35 −0.92 −0.70
2HTMwo 0.00 0.04 6.86 0.43 1.24 1.30
2HTMr2 0.01 0.01 8.89 0.39 0.03 0.11
2HTMr 0.02 0.03 11.55 0.33 −2.07 −1.80
2HTM 0.02 0.02 9.53 0.36 −0.20 −0.01
DPSDTwo 0.01 0.01 6.53 0.33 1.04
DPSDTr2 0.02 0.02 10.50 0.35 −0.88
DPSDTr 0.02 0.02 14.00 0.33 −3.25
DPSDT 0.02 0.03 10.78 0.33 −1.42
MSDT0 0.02 0.01 5.80 0.40 1.93
MSDT 0.02 0.01 10.01 0.30 −1.29

Note. CV = cross validation. The interpolation function for the NML penalty term is
NMLP =

p
2 log 2n

2π +an−b
+c , where n is the number of signal trials and the number

of noise trials so that the total N is 2n, and p is the number of model parameters.

ROCs, that is UVSDTσ≥1, 2HTMDo≥Dn , DPSDT, MSDT0, and MSDT.
In this competition, the discrete models with order-constrained
response mappings are seen to be least flexible, followed by the
hybrid models MSDT and then DPSDT with order-constrained
response mapping, followed by the continuous UVSDTσ≥1. Note,
however, that UVSDTσ≥1 employs fewest parameters in this set
of models. Traditional measures such as AIC and BIC therefore
attribute a greater penalty to the MSDT and to the DPSDT with
order-constrained response mapping than to the UVSDT although
they are seen to be less flexible than the UVSDT in terms of their
ability to fit data in general (see also Kellen & Klauer, 2011).

Given that the penalties are scaled on a log-likelihood scale, the
size of these differences between models in flexibility penalties is
such that they will frequently alter the outcome of comparisons
between models based on only the log-likelihood values, that is,
on model fit. This is also true in relation to comparisons based on
AIC and BIC.

Table 3 presents the parameters of an interpolation function
that allows one to estimate NML valueswithin this range (between
n = 30 and n = 10,000) for six-point rating scales and values of n
that are not tabulated. An analogous table for seven-point rating
scales is provided in the online supplement (see Appendix B).
Table 3 and the one in the online supplement for seven-point rating
scales allow one to compute NML indices without implementing
the algorithm described in the previous section.

To understand the interpolation function, note that NML is
approximated by the so-called Fisher information approximation
(FIA) as n becomes large. Like NML, FIA sums minus the maximum
of the logarithmized likelihood of the data given the model and a
penalty term FIAP:

FIA = − log f (x | θ̂ ) + FIAP.

FIAP is the sum of two terms:

FIAP =
p
2
log

m
2π

+ FIAf,

where p andm are thenumber ofmodel parameters and the sample
size of the data (i.e., m = 2n in the present case), respectively. As
can be seen, the first term in FIAP takes the number of parameters
and sample size into account in a fashion almost identical to that
involved in BIC. The second term is given by:

FIAf = log
 

det I(θ) dθ,

where I is the so-called Fisher information matrix of the model for
a sample of size one. The Fisher information matrix is the matrix
of the expected second partial derivatives of the log-likelihood
function. FIAf is independent of the parameterization of the model
and can be seen as a measure of the model’s flexibility due to its
functional form.

Let the penalty term in NML be termed NMLP, that is NMLP =

log


y f (y | θ̂ (y)). FIA is an asymptotic approximation of NML,
meaning that NMLf = NMLP −

p
2 log m

2π converges to FIAf as
m increases (e.g., Su et al., 2005). The NMLf values for n =

30, 50, 100, 300, 500, 1000, 3000, 5000, and n = 10,000 can be
directly computed from the NMLP values shown in Table 2.

For each model, we fitted a power function, IP(a, b, c), with
three parameters a, b, and c to the values of NMLf for n = 30, 100,
300, 1000, 3000, and 10,000 using a least-squares criterion. IP was
defined as:

IP(a, b, c) = an−b
+ c.

The values of NMLf for n = 50, 500, and 5000 were used
for cross-validation purposes. Table 3 shows the fitted parameters
a, b, and c for each model as well as the root-mean-square error
(RMSE) measure of goodness of fit and the goodness of cross-
validation also in terms of RMSE. As can be seen the function
both fits the NMLf points used for fitting very well (all RMSE <
0.024) and provides a satisfactory interpolation of points within
the covered range (all RMSE for cross validation <0.04). Given the
parameter values for a, b, and c in Table 3 and a value n within
the range from 30 to 10,000, the penalty term of NML can thus be
interpolated as:

NMLP =
p
2
log

2n
2π

+ an−b
+ c.

The estimate of parameter c provides a further opportunity for
cross-validating the interpolation function and at the same time
for validating the NML algorithm that underlies it. Parameter c
describes an asymptote of IP(a, b, c) as n becomes large. To the
extent to which the interpolation function correctly extrapolates
NMLP even for values larger than n = 10,000 and in fact for infinite
n, parameter c should estimate the limit approached by NMLf and
thus, FIAf .

On the other hand, FIAf can be independently computed at least
for the discrete models, all of which are members of the class
of multinomial processing tree models (Klauer et al., 2015) using
results by Wu et al. (2010a,b) implemented in MPTinR (Singmann
& Kellen, 2013). In the rightmost column of Table 3 these FIAf
values are remarkably close to parameter c despite the fact that the
implied extrapolation is as extreme as it can get (i.e., to infinity).
This correspondence considerably increases our confidence in the
NML algorithm given that the FIA values approximated by it are
computed in a completely different and independent fashion (see
also Table 3 in the online supplement (see Appendix B)).

7. Recovery study

TheMDL principle aims to ‘‘identify amodel family that permits
the tightest compression of a dataset by effectively filtering out
random noise and attending to all of the ‘useful’ information in
the data’’ (Myung et al., 2006, p. 173). This is related to identifying
themodel that is most generalizable, leading to the smallest errors
in predicting new data (Myung et al., 2006). A related question
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researchers in recognitionmemory are often interested in is which
model most likely generated a given dataset (Klauer & Kellen,
2011a).

Assessing the suitability of NML for addressing this question
requires model-recovery studies in which data are generated from
a set of models and then fitted by the models. This allows one to
count how frequently the generating model is correctly selected
from among the set of considered models when the NML index is
used for model selection and to see whether NML performs as well
as andperhaps better than themore traditional AIC andBIC indices.

AIC, BIC, and NML are based on the same evidence, the models’
maximum-likelihood values. They differ in how this evidence is
used and in particular, how model complexity is quantified and
weighed against the evidence. Models with larger penalties due
to functional form will thereby be selected less frequently and
models with smaller penalties more frequently under NML than
under AIC and BIC, all else being equal. In other words, complex
models will tend to be selected less frequently, entailing fewer
correct selections if andwhen the complexmodel in fact generated
the data andmore correct selections if and when the simple model
in fact generated the data. The question is whether the reduction
in correct selections is less in the former case than the increase in
correct selections in the latter case so that the overall number of
correct decisions is increased when NML is used (Klauer & Kellen,
2011a).

This is not a trivial question given that NML was not developed
with the goal of optimizingmodel recovery. For instance, as is clear
from the definition of NML (for a comprehensive introduction, see
Myung et al., 2006), the MDL principle quantifies complexity with
respect to all datasets that can occur irrespective of whether they
were generated from one of the models under consideration or
not,whereas inmodel recoverymodels are contrastedwith respect
to datasets generated from each of these models (Wagenmakers,
Ratcliff, Gomez, & Iverson, 2004). With respect to this subset of
datasets, NML may or may not appropriately quantify the relative
ability of the models to fit these data.

For the model-recovery analyses, six-point and seven-point
rating scales were simulated; the results for the seven-point scales
(which include an ‘‘unsure’’ midpoint) were similar to those for
the six-point scales and are presented in the online supplement
(see Appendix B). We considered two values for the numbers n of
old items and of new items: n = 60 representing the smallest
sizes usually found in the literature for an individual’s dataset,
and n = 300 approaching the size of the largest datasets usually
reported in the literature. Each subset of the 25 models defines a
newmodel-selection problem, andwe looked at a range of those as
detailed below. For eachmodel in a given set, we generated 10,000
datasets and summarize results in terms of recovery rates, that is
the percentage of simulated datasets in which themodel-selection
index in question selected the generating model. Overall model-
recovery performance is evaluated in terms of the percentage of
correct selections across generating models.

A difficult question, requiring judicious choice, is how to sam-
ple from each model. Klauer and Kellen (2011a) and Myung et al.
(2007) sampled parameter values from Jeffrey’s noninformative
distribution, which assigns equal prior probability to every distin-
guishable probability distribution that is consistentwith themodel
(Balasubramanian, 1997). Here, we took a different approach be-
cause we wanted to ensure that the generated datasets would be
ones that could plausibly arise in a normal recognition memory
experiment. For that reason, we sampled first a dataset of the de-
sired size from the distribution with probability function propor-
tional to the maximum-likelihood function of a supermodel de-
fined by themixture of themodels UVSDTσ≥1, 2HTMDo≥Dn , DPSDT,
and MSDT that generate the kind of curved asymmetric ROC typ-
ically seen in recognition-memory experiments. That is, if pi(y|θi)
is the probability of observing dataset y given parameters θi for
the above four models indexed by i = 1, . . . , 4, then the super-
model is defined by p(y|(θi, λi)i=1,...,4) =

4
i=1 λipi(y|θi) using

additional mixture parameters λi ≥ 0,


i λi = 1. The maxi-
mum likelihood for y under the supermodel is the maximum of
themaximum likelihoods of the fourmodels computed separately.
We sampled a dataset from the probability function proportional
to the maximum-likelihood function of this supermodel using re-
jection sampling with the density proportional to the maximum
likelihood of the saturated model as dominating proposal density.
To sample from a specific model, the model was then fitted to this
dataset and the resulting parameter values were used to generate
a new dataset of the desired size from the model.

Consider first selections from pairs of models. For pairwise
comparisons, it is possible to assess the optimal level of overall
model-recovery performance by identifying the optimal penalty
difference between the two models through a simple grid search
(Klauer & Kellen, 2011a). Table 4 shows a number of pairwise
comparisons involving models that we consider most viable a pri-
ori, contrasting (a) 2HTMDo=Dn and EVSDT, (b) 2HTM and UVSDT,
(c) UVSDTσ≥1 and DPSDT, (d) DPSDT and MSDT, (e) UVSDTσ≥1 and
MSDT and (f) UVSDT andMSDT. For each of the discrete-statemod-
els and DPSDT, we did this separately for the variants without re-
sponse mapping (subscript ‘‘wo’’), with order-restricted response
mapping restricted to the two highest confidence levels (subscript
‘‘r2’’), and with order-restricted response mapping (subscript ‘‘r’’).

As can be seen in Table 4, NML is almost never outperformed
by AIC and BIC and in fact does better than these as a rule,
sometimes by a considerablemargin (e.g. in contrastingUVSDT and
MSDT or 2HTM and UVSDT), approximating optimal performance.
However, the pair DPSDT and MSDT presents a very difficult
selection problem for which performance of all indices was below
or close to chance. Even optimal performance hardly exceeded the
50% chance level.4 In three of these cases, AIC and/or BIC performed
relatively better than NML. Otherwise, overall recovery rates tend
to be well above the 50% chance level. Not surprisingly, overall
recovery rates increase as sample size n increases.

Tables 5 and 6 present recovery results for selecting from larger
sets of models; Table 5 considers two sets of four models each;
Table 6 selection problems comprising ten models. NML performs
better than AIC and BIC, providing an advantage in model recovery
that is sometimes modest and sometimes considerable in size.
There is only one case in which NML and BIC are tied (in Table 6,
bottom).

In the set of ten models shown in Table 6, simple models such
as 1HTM, EVSDT, and 2HTMDo=Dn are included, but much of the
literature is focused on more complex models such as UVSDT,
DPSDT, and MSDT. One motivation for these models is that they
account for discrepancies between the predictions of the simple
models and ROC data as well as for similar discrepancies found
with other tasks (Bayen, Murnane, & Erdfelder, 1996; Yonelinas
& Parks, 2007). When the simple models are taken out of the
selection set, diagnosticity of the data becomes an important
concern. For example, as discussed by Kellen et al. (2013; see also
Jang, Wixted, & Huber, 2011 and Myung & Pitt, 2009), it could be
the case that the ROC points are too close to each other or to the
diagonal to provide reliable information on the function’s shape,
in which case the datasets are well accounted for by a common
restricted model such as EVSDT. In such cases, the data can be
seen as non-diagnostic. They would be well fit by all complex

4 The difficulty in selecting from the pair of DPSDT and MSDT suggests that both
models make very similar predictions for ROC data, and it underlines that model
selection criteria like AIC, BIC, and NML quantify model flexibility, but not model
mimicry (Navarro, Pitt, & Myung, 2004).
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Table 4
Model recovery contrasting pairs of models, recovery rates per model (1 vs. 2), and overall recovery in percent.

n Index 2HTMDo=Dn vs. EVSDT 2HTM vs. UVSDT UVSDTσ≥1 vs. DPSDT DPSDT vs. MSDT UVSDT vs. MSDT
1 2 Tot. 1 2 Tot. 1 2 Tot. 1 2 Tot. 1 2 Tot.

Without response mapping (wo)a σ ≥ 1b

60 AIC 52 75 63 31 94 62 71 43 57 96 5 51 97 4 50
BIC 52 75 63 31 94 62 71 43 57 99 3 51 99 2 50
NML 86 49 67 68 76 72 39 84 61 92 7 50 35 83 59
Opt. 85 49 67 76 70 73 34 89 61 99 3 51 43 75 59

With response mapping r2a

AIC 41 85 63 38 90 64 86 9 48 50 35 42 98 4 51
BIC 30 91 61 26 95 60 92 4 48 50 35 42 99 2 51
NML 88 44 66 74 69 71 38 82 60 90 7 48 65 57 61
Opt. 85 46 66 77 66 72 32 87 60 99 2 50 53 71 62

With response mapping ra

AIC 41 86 63 40 89 65 83 8 46 9 64 36
BIC 24 94 59 24 95 60 90 3 47 5 72 38
NML 89 42 65 78 63 71 38 77 58 15 56 36
Opt. 86 45 66 81 61 71 32 86 59 99 1 50

Without response mapping (wo)a σ ≥ 1b

300 AIC 67 80 73 55 96 75 70 52 61 94 14 54 93 12 53
BIC 67 80 73 55 96 75 70 52 61 98 9 54 98 7 53
NML 89 63 76 75 88 82 38 89 64 92 15 54 31 89 60
Opt. 88 65 76 76 87 82 42 85 64 95 12 54 34 86 60

With response mapping r2
AIC 64 85 75 67 91 79 85 10 48 51 43 47 95 12 54
BIC 56 90 73 56 94 75 92 4 48 51 43 47 99 7 53
NML 91 59 75 82 80 81 36 88 62 84 19 51 69 64 67
Opt. 88 62 75 81 81 81 34 90 62 96 11 53 66 68 67

With response mapping ra

AIC 70 82 76 73 86 79 81 10 45 10 68 39
BIC 59 89 74 58 92 75 88 5 46 4 76 40
NML 77 73 75 85 75 80 39 78 58 12 65 39
Opt. 71 81 76 88 72 80 30 92 61 96 10 53

Note. Tot. = overall recovery rate. Opt. = optimal recovery rate.
a Regards the 2HTM variants and the DPSDT.
b Regards the UVSDT model.
Table 5
Model recovery contrasting sets of four models, recovery rates per model (1–4), and overall recovery in percent.

n Index 2HTMDo=Dn , EVSDT, 2HTM, UVSDT 2HTMDo≥Dn , UVSDTσ≥1 , DPSDT, MSDT
1 2 3 4 Tot. 1 2 3 4 Tot.

Without response mapping (wo)a

60 AIC 30 41 18 75 41 20 85 10 15 33
BIC 38 53 12 66 43 20 85 10 15 33
NML 61 30 28 61 45 65 60 24 15 41

With response mapping r2a

AIC 22 45 29 72 42 21 85 1 20 32
BIC 19 65 17 66 42 14 87 0 22 31
NML 60 25 42 57 46 69 58 5 20 38

With response mapping ra

AIC 20 46 34 71 43 22 83 1 20 32
BIC 14 66 18 66 41 13 87 0 22 31
NML 60 24 50 54 47 53 55 2 40 37

Without response mapping (wo)a

300 AIC 41 47 41 84 53 37 84 19 24 41
BIC 53 61 34 74 55 37 84 19 24 41
NML 67 46 43 72 57 71 65 37 22 49

With response mapping r2a

AIC 41 50 59 79 57 41 83 2 28 39
BIC 45 69 45 72 58 33 86 0 31 38
NML 71 42 60 67 60 58 64 7 49 44

With response mapping ra

AIC 44 48 67 75 59 46 80 2 27 38
BIC 45 69 50 71 58 35 84 1 31 38
NML 63 52 69 62 61 40 59 6 54 40

Note. Tot. = overall recovery rate.
a Regards the 2HTM variants and the DPSDT.
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Table 6
Model recovery contrasting a set of ten models, recovery rates per model (1–10), and overall recovery in percent.

n Index 1HTM, 2HTMDo=Dn , 2HTMDo≥Dn , 2HTM, EVSDT, UVSDTσ≥1 , UVSDT, DPSDT, MSDT0 , MSDT
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 Tot.

Without response mapping (wo)a

60 AIC 27 23 2 8 36 18 53 2 7 0 18
BIC 36 30 1 5 46 15 47 0 5 0 18
NML 25 55 6 9 24 31 27 3 11 1 19

With response mapping r2a

AIC 23 19 2 11 43 18 51 0 8 0 18
BIC 21 17 0 6 63 16 47 0 7 0 18
NML 35 54 7 13 19 31 24 1 7 0 19

With response mapping ra

AIC 26 17 1 11 44 18 50 0 12 0 18
BIC 20 11 0 5 64 16 47 0 10 0 17
NML 40 54 6 15 18 31 21 1 6 1 19

Without response mapping (wo)a

300 AIC 36 35 6 22 43 18 59 9 16 1 25
BIC 47 45 4 16 56 16 53 5 12 0 25
NML 35 62 13 16 40 28 35 10 17 2 26

With response mapping r2a

AIC 33 39 8 28 48 18 56 1 16 1 25
BIC 35 43 4 19 68 16 52 0 15 0 25
NML 45 67 16 21 36 28 32 2 12 2 26

With response mapping ra

AIC 40 42 7 29 46 17 53 0 19 1 25
BIC 40 42 2 19 67 16 50 0 19 0 26
NML 40 60 14 23 46 28 28 1 19 3 26

Note. Tot. = overall recovery rate.
a Regards the models 1HTM, the 2HTM variants, and DPSDT.
Table 7
Model recovery excluding non-diagnostic data, recovery rates per model (1–7), and
overall recovery in percent.

n Index 2HTMDo≥Dn , 2HTM UVSDTσ≥1 , UVSDT,
DPSDT, MSDT0 , MSDT
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Tot.

Without response mapping (wo)a

60 AIC 8 20 29 68 10 19 0 22
BIC 8 20 29 68 10 19 0 22
NML 19 22 57 38 9 25 1 24

With response mapping r2a

AIC 8 26 30 68 1 15 1 21
BIC 5 18 31 70 0 18 0 20
NML 22 30 59 36 3 18 1 24

With response mapping ra

AIC 7 27 32 67 0 16 1 21
BIC 4 16 32 70 0 19 0 20
NML 22 35 62 33 2 16 2 25

Without response mapping (wo)a

AIC 17 39 29 67 24 33 2 30
BIC 17 39 29 67 25 34 1 30
NML 36 31 49 45 26 38 4 33

With response mapping r2a

AIC 21 49 29 66 3 26 3 28
BIC 18 42 30 68 1 32 1 27
NML 46 40 50 42 6 30 5 31

With response mapping ra

AIC 17 48 29 62 2 36 3 28
BIC 13 39 31 66 1 41 1 27
NML 37 41 50 37 3 39 7 31

Note. Tot. = overall recovery rate.
a Regards the 2HTM variants and the DPSDT.

models that include the restricted model as a special case, and
in consequence, the most simple of these complex models would
invariably be selected as an application of the parsimony principle
implemented in model selection by NML.
Becausewe screen out non-diagnostic data in someof themeta-
analyses reported below, Table 7 shows how this affects model re-
covery from among the more complex models 2HTMDo≥Dn , 2HTM,
UVSDTσ≥1, UVSDT, DPSDT, MSDT0, and MSDT considered in Ta-
ble 6. For each selection problem in Table 7, datasetswere excluded
from the recovery counts if NML preferred one of the simplermod-
els EVSDT, 1HTM, or 2HTMDo=Dn . This excludes ROCs that can be ac-
counted for by common restricted models and in particular ROCs
with points that are too close to each other or to the diagonal to
be diagnostic. As can be seen, the performance advantage of the
minimum-description length approach is preserved.

8. Meta-analysis

8.1. Datasets

We reanalyzed confidence-rating ROC data published in the
literature. These stem from Benjamin, Tullis, and Lee (2013), Dube
and Rotello (2012), Heathcote, Ditton, and Mitchell (2006), Jaeger,
Cox, and Dobbins (2012), Jang, Wixted, and Huber (2009), Koen,
Aly, Wang, and Yonelinas (2013), Koen and Yonelinas (2011),
Onyper et al. (2010), and Smith and Duncan (2004).

There were datasets from 15 studies and 850 individuals, 459
individual datasets based on six-point rating scales, 391 on eight-
point rating scales, with size n of each category system ranging
from 60 to 384. Table 8 presents a few descriptive statistics for
each study. Although these datasets do by no means exhaust the
set of confidence-rating data in existence, they stem frommultiple
laboratories using different procedures and materials, making it
unlikely that they are systematically biased in favor of one of the
different models under study here.5

5 Participants of Study 7 (see Table 8) also provided Remember/Know judgments
(Tulving, 1985) but did not receive any further instructions besides being
encouraged to use the whole scale when expressing their confidence.
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Table 8
Description of studies in the meta-analysis.

Study Id N n

6-point ROCs
Dube and Rotello (2012, Exp. 1B, pictures) 1 27 200
Dube and Rotello (2012, Exp. 1B, words) 2 22 200
Heathcote et al. (2006, Exp. 1) 3 16 280
Heathcote et al. (2006, Exp. 2) 4 23 280
Jaeger et al. (2012, Exp. 1, no cue) 5 63 60
Jang et al. (2009) 6 33 70
Koen and Yonelinas (2010, pure study) 7 32 160
Koen and Yonelinas (2011) 8 20 300
Koen et al. (2013, Exp. 2, full attention) 9 48 100
Koen et al. (2013, Exp. 4, immediate test) 10 48 150
Pratte et al. (2010) 11 97 240
Smith and Duncan (2004, Exp. 2) 12 30 70

8-point ROCs
Benjamin et al. (2013) 13 124 60
Onyper et al. (2010, Exp.1, pictures) 14 136 384
Onyper et al. (2010, Exp.1, words) 15 131 384

Note. Id = Study number (see Table 9); N = number of participants; n = number
of test trials with old items (equals number of trials with new items).

8.2. Overall analyses

We computed the NML indices for each individual dataset
and the 25 models considered here. Table 9 shows the NML
values summed across individual datasets per study, the total
sums, and the number of times each model was selected as best
model (i.e., was associated with the smallest NML value) across
these datasets. The summed NML value (see column ‘‘Total’’) is
simply the NML index of the model fitted to all individual datasets
simultaneously, with different parameter values permitted for
each individual dataset.6

The rows of Table 9 are ordered so that the total summed NML
values increase from top to bottom. As can be seen, in terms of
summed NML values, models from the DPSDT family, the MSDT
family, and the 2HTMDo≥Dn family perform best. In terms of the
number of individual datasets for which each model is selected
as best model (vote counting), the six models with best summed
NML values also perform well (see rightmost column of Table 9).
The classical DPSDTwo without response mapping stands out from
among these models receiving 120 votes, the next highest total
being 72 votes for 2HTMDo≥Dn,r.

There are, however, a number of models with high vote counts
as well as high summed NML values. Such models are thus
associated with the smallest NML values for a sizeable number of
datasets, yet on average produced NML values larger than those of
many other models for the remaining datasets. This phenomenon
occurred in particular for many of the simpler models, that is for
models from the 1HTM family, the 2HTMDo=Dn family, and the
EVSDT. As already sketched, a simple explanation is that there are
manynon-diagnostic datasets that are fitwell by one of the simpler
models. For such datasets, fit values cannot further profit much
from the complexity addedby theDPSDT,UVSDT,MSDT, and2HTM
models. In consequence, NML selects one of the simpler models as
most parsimonious description for the non-diagnostic datasets. For
diagnostic datasets, on the other hand, the simplemodels typically
receive poor fit values, accounting for their poor performance in
terms of summed NML.

6 It is possible to quantify the evidence conveyed by NML through the compu-
tation of NML weights (e.g., (Vandekerckhove, Matzke, & Wagenmakers, 2015) We
computed the NMLweights for the summedNML values for each of the analyses re-
ported here and found that theweights expressed virtually complete preference for
themodel with the smallest NML, reflecting the large differences between summed
NML values on the log-likelihood scale.
Another pattern worth mentioning is that the models with un-
constrained responsemappings, DPSDT, 2HTM, 1HTM, 2HTMDo≥Dn ,
and 2HTMDo=Dn are consistently outperformed by constrained ver-
sions of them (models with subscripts ‘‘r’’ and ‘‘r2’’) both in terms
of summed NML values as well as in terms of vote counting. Mod-
els with constrained mappings also outperformed the versions
without response mapping (subscript ‘‘wo’’), an exception being
DPSDTwo that was the best model in terms of vote counting. Note,
however, that DPSDTr and DPSDTr2 still outperformed DPSDTwo
in terms of summed NML values. Taken together, these result
patterns constitute evidence for the appropriateness of the con-
strained response mappings.

A final observation on Table 9 concerns the popular UVSDT and
UVSDTσ≥1 models. They are beaten by many models in terms of
summed NML values and take places at the bottom of the rank
order in terms of vote counting.

Statistically, a Friedman rank sum test reveals that the differ-
ences between the models in terms of NML are significant (with
individual dataset as unit of analysis): χ2(24) = 6084.39, p <
0.001. The same is true of the differences in vote counts: χ2(24) =

733.76, p < 0.001. We computed pairwise two-tailed Wilcoxon
tests for models adjacent in the rank order of summed NML val-
ues as shown in Table 9 for the six models with smallest summed
NML values (we restricted ourselves to the first sixmodels because
only these also received high vote counts). All pairwise compar-
isonswere significantwith p < 0.05 (Bonferroni–Holm corrected),
excepting that between DPSDTwo and 2HTMDo≥Dn,r with p = 0.07
(Bonferroni-Holm corrected). In terms of vote counting, the analo-
gous analysis revealed that only the difference between DPSDTwo
and 2HTMDo≥Dn,r was significant (120 and 72 selections, respec-
tively, p = 0.003 according to a binomial test with Bonferroni-
Holm correction).

8.3. Analyses restricted to diagnostic datasets

For a second set of analyses, we excluded all 380 individual
datasets that were best fit by one of the simple models. that is by
one of the models from the 1HTM and 2HTMDo=Dn families as well
as by EVSDT. Such datasets are non-diagnostic for discriminating
between the remaining, more complex models. Excluding these
datasets leaves 470 datasets in the analysis. The exclusion cannot
alter the vote-counting results for themore complexmodels, but it
affects their summed NML values. Table 10 presents the summed
NML values.

As can be seen, MSDT advances by one rank place to second-
best in the rank order by summed NML values (see the column
labeled ‘‘Total’’). Again, the differences between models are signif-
icant (χ2(15) = 2672.68, p < 0.001, according to a Friedman
rank-sum test). In addition, in pairwise two-tailed Wilcoxon tests
between models with adjacent ranks among the uppermost six
models in Table 10, all differences were significant with p < 0.05
(Bonferroni-Holm corrected).

8.4. Analyses restricted to non-diagnostic datasets

For the sake of completeness, we considered the 380 datasets
previously excluded to test which of the simple models performed
best in describing these. Again, the vote-counting results are of
course the same as in Table 9, but we nevertheless add a column
with vote counts to Table 11, which summarizes the results for the
non-diagnostic datasets, for the sake of readability. In terms of vote
counts, most models were frequently selected as best, the bottom
places being taken by the models with unconstrained response
mappings and EVSDT. In terms of summed NML values, models
from the 1HTM family (excepting 1HTMwo) perform best, followed
by EVSDT, and models from the 2HTMDo=Dn family.
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Table 9
Summed NML indices per study and across studies (total) and selection frequencies ordered so that total decreases from top to bottom.

Model Study Total Freq.
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15

DPSDTr2 507 410 322 472 934 505 578 406 768 852 1889 454 2351 3677 3558 17684 58
DPSDTr 509 413 320 463 927 503 572 406 773 855 1903 454 2348 3765 3606 17818 25
MSDT 505 417 318 465 947 505 575 404 791 863 1898 454 2387 3728 3583 17842 24
DPSDTwo 524 415 332 485 946 509 605 413 797 852 1906 452 2367 3774 3662 18040 120
2HTMDo≥Dn,r 528 420 336 504 926 502 574 415 777 854 1957 448 2329 3763 3712 18047 72
MSDT0 514 428 330 492 956 513 584 411 798 870 1965 460 2423 3878 3614 18235 45
2HTMr 530 433 345 515 957 518 592 428 806 877 2005 462 2393 3846 3783 18492 1
DPSDT 542 439 341 491 974 532 608 427 824 904 2016 481 2514 4061 3879 19032 4
2HTMDo≥Dn 565 450 357 530 978 538 612 434 838 911 2054 483 2516 4060 3930 19255 2
2HTMDo≥Dn,r2 543 429 399 713 1023 517 610 452 809 881 2077 462 2442 3919 4083 19360 54
UVSDTσ≥1 541 448 346 499 1013 546 632 429 845 915 2063 492 2555 4191 3849 19365 0
1HTMr 636 441 365 611 1006 508 588 458 808 887 2221 466 2422 4070 3984 19471 60
2HTM 567 462 366 540 1006 552 629 445 865 932 2102 495 2577 4144 4003 19684 0
2HTMr2 545 442 409 724 1054 535 627 464 833 907 2124 479 2497 3996 4147 19783 0
UVSDT 557 461 356 513 1041 563 651 441 874 942 2123 510 2626 4279 3931 19869 0
1HTM 674 472 386 634 1054 544 624 477 867 943 2317 500 2601 4355 4171 20620 1
1HTMr2 684 461 517 1038 1165 532 650 537 888 947 2545 493 2607 4474 4753 22292 59
EVSDT 629 487 455 601 981 573 727 497 903 942 2230 523 2551 5539 4739 22378 32
2HTMDo≥Dn,wo 711 530 617 1370 1301 556 789 635 1026 1005 2887 513 2584 4759 5293 24574 63
2HTMwo 710 541 627 1382 1322 571 806 645 1049 1030 2934 527 2628 4829 5350 24953 2
2HTMDo=Dn,r 733 673 545 934 1196 660 837 918 1149 1472 2529 601 2989 6247 5519 27001 56
2HTMDo=Dn 766 695 565 946 1232 685 863 917 1199 1520 2597 630 3128 6505 5681 27930 5
2HTMDo=Dn,r2 743 677 591 1092 1271 673 871 940 1174 1495 2621 612 3113 6402 5871 28146 48
1HTMwo 1043 586 755 1760 1495 575 848 770 1146 1097 3551 560 2782 5507 6121 28595 67
2HTMDo=Dn,wo 936 793 851 1816 1585 728 1050 1133 1415 1650 3524 685 3314 7364 7176 34020 52

Note. Freq. = Number of times the model is selected as best. In each column, the smallest NML value is set in bold.
Table 10
Summed NML indices per study and across studies (total) ordered by total for the diagnostic datasets.

Model Study Total
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15

DPSDTr2 285 207 242 350 299 198 250 289 321 426 1203 219 1044 2548 2295 10175
MSDT 282 207 239 343 299 197 253 284 328 429 1204 219 1059 2583 2315 10242
DPSDTr 284 207 242 346 295 199 250 287 325 430 1215 218 1036 2624 2339 10296
DPSDTwo 289 206 249 363 300 195 268 296 329 419 1203 216 1046 2611 2377 10368
2HTMDo≥Dn,r 298 216 257 384 294 199 250 295 326 426 1265 215 1029 2640 2445 10539
MSDT0 289 218 253 368 308 206 260 290 337 439 1264 225 1087 2726 2355 10626
2HTMr 299 222 264 392 305 206 258 304 338 438 1294 220 1058 2698 2489 10784
DPSDT 302 219 257 365 308 211 266 300 347 454 1290 230 1104 2830 2511 10994
2HTMDo≥Dn 318 231 273 402 311 214 266 306 351 454 1330 231 1103 2842 2559 11191
UVSDTσ≥1 303 227 258 370 325 223 285 303 356 460 1326 238 1139 2941 2502 11258
2HTM 320 237 279 409 320 221 274 314 362 465 1358 234 1130 2901 2605 11430
UVSDT 313 234 266 381 336 231 294 311 368 474 1365 246 1170 3003 2555 11545
2HTMDo≥Dn,r2 317 230 317 574 366 208 276 328 343 443 1376 223 1122 2790 2756 11670
2HTMr2 318 236 324 582 376 215 284 337 354 457 1404 231 1143 2844 2795 11899
2HTMDo≥Dn,wo 436 316 509 1157 502 223 399 480 450 505 2014 249 1199 3516 3660 15613
2HTMwo 435 321 516 1167 511 229 406 487 460 518 2042 256 1215 3565 3696 15823

Note. In each column, the smallest NML value is set in bold.
Table 11
Summed NML indices per study and across studies (total) and selection frequencies ordered by total for the non-diagnostic datasets.

Model Study Total Freq.
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15

1HTMr 288 212 77 155 695 301 324 141 457 434 753 236 1346 1171 1313 7901 60
1HTM 304 227 82 163 727 322 344 149 491 462 786 255 1452 1263 1414 8443 1
1HTMr2 295 207 85 219 761 311 344 155 497 459 815 247 1402 1200 1493 8488 59
EVSDT 275 229 126 152 662 333 401 127 528 476 817 279 1409 1557 1657 9029 32
2HTMDo=Dn,r 253 249 120 181 751 382 388 292 674 759 764 311 1566 1656 1555 9900 56
2HTMDo=Dn,r2 249 247 124 200 775 390 400 291 683 768 779 317 1601 1674 1634 10133 48
1HTMwo 424 226 113 326 941 337 409 197 626 533 1054 279 1487 1344 1867 10161 67
2HTMDo=Dn 268 262 125 189 775 395 405 299 704 783 787 327 1651 1736 1645 10351 5
2HTMDo=Dn,wo 307 264 152 274 938 417 456 330 809 845 961 349 1690 1811 1951 11553 52

Note. Freq. = Number of times the model is selected as best. In each column, the smallest NML value is set in bold.
Again, the differences between models in summed NML values
are significant according to a Friedman rank sum test: χ2(8) =

233.83, p < 0.001. In addition, in pairwise two-tailed Wilcoxon
tests between models with adjacent ranks among the uppermost
four models in Table 11, all differences were significant with p <
0.05 (Bonferroni-Holm corrected).
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8.5. Summary

Taken together, the meta-analysis suggests that models from
theDPSDT family performbest in describing traditional confidence-
rating based ROC data. In fact, the classical DPSDT model with-
out response mapping, DPSDTwo, performed very well both in
terms of the frequency of being selected as best model in the
minimum-description length framework as well as in terms of be-
ing associated with low overall NML values. In weighing the good
performance of the DPSDT family, it is important to note that to the
best of our knowledge none of the datasets used strict instructions
such as in the remember–know paradigm (Tulving, 1985) that
could be argued to favor DPSDT (see Footnote 4). Close competitors
of this model were, however, the DPSDT models with constrained
response mappings, DPSDTr2 and DPSDTr, MSDT0 and MSDT, as
well as 2HTMDo≥Dn,r. In line with previous findings, these models
accommodate asymmetric ROCs. This is also true of the popular
UVSDTσ≥1; but its flexibility along with that of the UVSDT model
itself was not outweighed by goodness of fit across these datasets.

Both models with unconstrained response mappings as well
as models without probabilistic response mappings (subscript
‘‘wo’’) were generally dominated by models from the same family
with constrained response mapping (subscripts ‘‘r2’’ and ‘‘r’’) in
terms of both summed NML values and vote counting (excepting
DPSDTwo whichwas best in terms of vote counting), indicating that
there is evidence for the appropriateness of constrained response
mappings. Remember that suchmappings permit the probabilistic
choice of less than highest confidence levels from detect and
recollection states, but constrains the likelihood of such choices to
decrease as confidence level decreases or to zero for confidence
levels below the second-highest one.

9. Discussion

In thismanuscript,wedescribed anewalgorithm for computing
the NML index for models of categorical data with multinomial
or product-multinomial distributions. The speed of convergence of
the method decreases as the model in question becomes simpler,
as roughly quantified by the degrees of freedom available for
assessing model fit.

We applied the new method to computing penalties for major
models of ROC data based on confidence ratings. We present
tables of NML penalties for datasets of typical sizes as well as
interpolation functions that allow one to interpolate penalties for
datasets with size between the tabulated ones. Some of these
models are also applied in work on perception and reasoning
so that the current results should also be useful for researchers
working in these domains. Beyond these domains, the present
method for computing NML values is applicable in principle to
the entire vast field of model-based categorical data analysis (e.g.,
Agresti, 1990; Bishop et al., 1975).

NML allows one to compare the major models in terms of their
flexibility weighing in functional form. For example, for datasets
of typical sizes, the discrete models from the 2HTMDo≥Dn family
with order-constrained response mappings were least flexible,
followed by the hybrid models MSDT and then DPSDT with
order-constrained response mapping, followed by the continuous
UVSDTσ≥1.

This also exemplifies one of the strengths of theMDL approach:
It accounts for the loss in model flexibility that stems from in-
equality constraints imposed upon parameter estimates. Having
inequality constrained models such as UVSDTσ≥1 is often well jus-
tified on theoretical grounds a priori and helps to increase the
robustness of themodel and its parameter estimateswhen the con-
straints are met. Yet, AIC and BIC do not react to inequality con-
straints and thereby implicitly penalize models with constraints
relative to the unconstrained versions, because constrained and
unconstrained versions employ the same numbers of parameters.
In relatively large model-recovery studies, we generated artificial
datasets with characteristics that are typical of empirical ROC data
from confidence-rating studies. These studies showed that the use
of NML will regularly lead to improvements in model-selection
performance relative to the use of AIC and BIC.

We capitalized on NML’s capability to account for the loss in
model flexibility related to inequality constraints by considering
a number of constrained models. These constraints concern the
mapping of detect or recollection states on confidence ratings and
ensure that psychologically implausible state-response mappings
are ruled out. In a meta-analysis of existing confidence-based ROC
data using the modern model-selection techniques, we found that
the original DPSDT model and constrained versions of it fared
best, followed by MSDT, MSDT0, and a constrained version of
2HTMDo≥Dn , whereas there was little support for UVSDTσ≥1 and
UVSDT.

This partially agrees with the results of a meta-analysis based
on binary OLD/NEW ROC data in which ROCs are generated by
real manipulations of response bias (Kellen et al., 2013). The
former meta-analysis likewise did not favor the UVSDT family,
and 2HTMDo≥Dn fared relatively well in both meta-analyses. On
the other hand, the binary data did not favor the DPSDT as
clearly as the confidence-rating data, and the binary data did not
support models from the MSDT family. Future research might
address the question whether these results imply that the two
methods by which ROC data are collected, via confidence ratings
or via experimental manipulations of response bias, are not really
equivalent or whether there is some simpler alternative account
of the discrepancies. For instance, it is possible that contrary to
common wisdom, response-bias manipulations as implemented
for the binary data also affect memory performance (e.g., Bröder
et al., 2013; Van Zandt, 2000) and not only response bias. In a
similar vein, the tacit assumption ofmany confidence-rating based
signal-detection analyses that the transition from low-confidence
NEW judgments to low-confidence OLD judgments is of the same
nature psychologically as the transition between two adjacent
confidence levels on the NEW or OLD side might be wrong. As it
stands, it may be wise to cross-validate findings obtained with one
method (e.g., through the use of the confidence-rating paradigm)
by a replication using an alternative method (e.g., the second-
choice paradigm; Kellen & Klauer, 2011), thereby also avoiding
what has been termed mono-operationalism bias (e.g., Shadish,
Cook, & Campbell, 2002, Chapter 3).

NML has a simple interpretation: It weighs the goodness of
fit of a model against its ability to fit data in general. NML
thus penalizes flexibility by integrating the maximum likelihood
function across the set of possible data. In a similar vein, Bayes
factors penalize flexibility by integrating the likelihood function
across each model’s parameter space. One interesting avenue for
future research concerns the relationship between NML and Bayes
factors (Karabatsos &Walker, 2006; Zhang, 2011). Despite the just-
mentioned differences, both methods often agree, and there are
recent efforts to integrate them (Shiffrin, 2014; Zhang, 2011). One
practical advantage of NML over Bayes factors is that in the case of
the former the penalties only have to be computed once for a given
experimental design, while Bayes factors have to be computed for
each obtained dataset anew. Also, contrary to Bayes factors, NML
penalties do not depend on the specification of prior parameter
distributions (see Liu & Aitkin, 2008).

The development and comparison of models is an endeavor
that requires thoughtful and judicious decisions on the part of
the modeler. The criteria by which models are compared largely
depend on the nature of the models and the goals which one
hopes to achieve. This means that model-selection indices such as
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NML should be seen as one tool among many that aid researchers
in the pursuit of their goals rather than as arbiters of truth. For
example, one of the outcomes of the present study is that it is
difficult to discriminate between MSDT and DPSDT on the basis of
confidence-rating based ROC data (see the recovery-study results),
implying that more complex datasets withmanipulations targeted
at maximizing potential differences between the two models and
their predictions need to be collected. Nevertheless, in assessing
the models relative to such datasets, criteria that integrate fit and
flexibility are likely to again play a role.
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Appendix A. Convergence of Gibbs sampler, refined algorithm,
normalizing constant, approximation error, numerical issues

Convergence of the Gibbs sampler

We diagnosed the convergence of the Gibbs sampler using
the R statistic proposed by Gelman et al. (2004, Chapter 11).
We generated frequencies using the Gibbs sampler in several
independent parallel streams (between 8 and 32 depending on
the machine we were working on) starting with frequencies
generated from aDirichlet-multinomial distributionwith Dirichlet
parameters αi = 1. The R statistic assesses whether the variability
within streams equals that to be expected between streams once
convergence has been obtained. Values close to 1.0 are taken to
indicate convergence.

We computed R statistics for the generated response frequen-
cies separately for each confidence level and trials with new or old
items as well as for the maximum likelihood of the frequency data
under the saturatedmodel. The burn-in phase of the Gibbs sampler
was considered completed once all of these R values were smaller
than 1.05 as checked every 100 cycles per stream. This occurred
very quickly, usually after the first 100 cycles were completed, in-
dicating that the Gibbs sampler converged very fast.

A refinement of the algorithm for computing NML

As already discussed by Klauer and Kellen (2011a), the speed of
convergence of the algorithm can be increased by measures that
make the sampling density more similar to the integrands. The
sampling density described in the body of the paper is proportional
to the maximum likelihood of data patterns under the saturated
model. Departing from this sampling scheme, it is possible to
sample relatively efficiently, using rejection sampling, from amore
restricted model that respects a restriction on hit rates and false
alarm rates motivated by the UVSDT model. Sampling from the
restricted model led to faster convergence, especially for the more
restrictive recognition-memory models considered here that are
relatively dissimilar to the saturated model on the one hand, but
respect the UVSDT restriction justmentioned on the other hand. At
the same time, the restricted sampling model was still sufficiently
flexible so that convergence for the more complex recognition-
memory models was not noticeably slowed.

Specifically, we noted that many of the models considered
impose restrictions on each single pair of false-alarm and hit-rate
probability defined for each confidence level r = 1, . . . ,M+1. Let
pn(r) and po(r) be defined as

pn(r) =

M+1
x=r

P(R = x | new),

po(r) =

M+1
x=r

P(R = x | old).

Many models imply that po(r) ≥ pn(r), r = 1, . . . ,M + 1,
but the UVSDT is less restrictive in that it only implies that if
pn(r) ≥

1
2 then po(r) ≥

1
2 as is easy to see. This is in fact necessary

and sufficient for the single pair of probabilities to be consistent
with the UVSDT for binary data (including the boundary case with
σ = ∞ as an instance of themodel). In the following,we describe a
rejection-sampling scheme that imposes a slightly relaxed version
of this restriction: For all r , if pn(r) > 1

2 then po(r) ≥
1
2 . We

will refer to this restriction as the UVSDT restriction. For use in
rejection sampling, we define a function g for each data pattern
that is close to themaximum-likelihood l of the data pattern under
the saturated model with g ≤ l and that defines a distribution
(after normalization) respecting the UVSDT restriction for each
data pattern.

Let yr,t be the frequency of response r , r = 1 . . . ,M + 1, given
trials with new (t = n) or studied items (t = o), and let qt be the
number of trials of kind t that were observed. Finally, let lt be the
maximum likelihood of the saturated model for the frequencies of
responses r = 1, . . . ,M + 1 for trial type t ,

lt =


qt

y1,t . . . yM+1,t

 M+1
r=1


yr,t
qt

yr,t

.

Define the frequencies yn(r) and yo(r) corresponding to pn(r)
and po(r) as follows:

yn(r) =

M+1
x=r

yr,n,

yo(r) =

M+1
x=r

yr,o.

Let furthermore r1 be the smallest r , 1 ≤ r ≤ M + 1, for which
yo(r)
qo

< 1
2 and set r1 = M + 2, if no such r exists. Note that r1 ≥ 2.

Let r2 be the largest r , 1 ≤ r ≤ M+1, forwhich yn(r)
qn

> 1
2 . If r1 > r2,

then the above UVSDT restriction is satisfied for the relative hit
and false-alarm rates, yo(r)

qo
and yn(r)

qn
, for each confidence level r ,

1 ≤ r ≤ M + 1. If r1 ≤ r2, then the restriction is violated for all r
between r1 and r2, including r1 and r2.

In the first case (r1 > r2), the function g of the model that im-
poses the above UVSDT restrictions on the underlying probabilities
P(R = r | new) and P(R = r | old) is set equal to the maximum
likelihood under the saturated model and thus g = l = lnlo.

Otherwise, g is defined by

g = ln


qo

y1,o . . . yM+1,o

 
1
2

qo r2−1
r=1


yr,o

qo − yo(r2)

yr,o

×

M+1
r=r2


yr,o

yo(r2)

yr,o

or

g =


qn

y1,n . . . yM+1,n

 
1
2

qn r1−1
r=1


yr,n

qn − yo(r1)

yr,n

×

M+1
r=r1


yr,n

yn(r1)

yr,n

lo

whichever is larger.
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To motivate this setting note that for a fixed r ′, 2 ≤ r ′
≤

M +1, the probability of the frequencies (yr,t)r=1,...,M+1 for a given
kind of trial t under the multinomial distribution with parameters
(pr,t)r=1,...,M+1 and qt can be decomposed into the product of (a) a
binomial distribution with parameters pt(r ′) and qt and frequency
count yt(r ′) and (b) two multinomial distributions, one with
frequency counts (yr)r=1,...,r ′−1 and parameters (

pr,t
1−pt (r ′)

)r=1,...,r ′−1

and qt − yt(r ′), and one with frequency counts (yr)r=r ′,...,M+1 and
parameters (

pr,t
pt (r ′)

)r=r ′,...,M+1 and yt(r ′):
qt

y1,t . . . yM+1,t

 M+1
r=1


yr,t
qt

yr,t

=


qt

yt(r ′)


pt(r ′)yt (r

′)(1 − pt(r ′))qt−yt (r ′)


qt − yt(r ′)

y1,t . . . yr ′−1,t


r ′−1
r=1


pr,t

1 − pt(r ′)

yr,t 
yt(r ′)

yr ′,t . . . yM+1,t

 M+1
r=r ′


pr,t

pt(r ′)

yr,t

.

Furthermore, to enforce the UVSDT restriction, the maximum-
likelihood estimates under the saturated model p̂r,t =

yr,t
qt

need to
be modified if r1 ≤ r2. To enforce the restriction, it is sufficient
to enforce p̂o(r2) ≥

1
2 or p̂n(r1) ≤

1
2 , because po and pr

are non-increasing in r . In terms of the just-mentioned binomial
distribution (a) with r ′

= r1 or r ′
= r2, the supremal likelihood

if either of these restrictions is enforced is the one with parameter
p̂ =

1
2 (remember that the frequency counts violate the restriction)

and it is sufficient to enforce oneof them, leading to the two choices
for l above. The parameters of the two multinomial distributions
(b) are chosen so that their likelihood is simplymaximized by using
the appropriate relative frequencies.

To summarize, we first generate frequencies from a density
proportional to the maximum likelihood of the saturated model
using the Gibbs sampler discussed in the body of the paper. The
set of frequencies y = (yr,t)r=1,...,M+1,t=n,o is accepted with
probability given by g

l in a second step of rejection sampling. The
finally accepted frequencies are thereby sampled from a model
that respects the UVSDT restriction. The resulting sampling density
is more similar to the integrands defined by the more restrictive
models considered here than the maximum likelihood of the
saturated model, and it led to a sizeable overall acceleration of the
basic algorithm described in the body of the text.

Estimating the normalizing constant

The NML algorithm as described so far estimates NML up to
an additive constant Q (remember that we defined NML on a
logarithmic scale). The additive constant that needs to be removed
is minus the logarithm of the integral of the maximum-likelihood
function of themodel with UVSDT restrictions characterized in the
previous section.

We estimate this integral in two steps corresponding to the
two-step sampling procedure for sampling from the model with
UVSDT restriction. First, we approximate the normalizing con-
stant X for the maximum-likelihood function of the saturated
model, g , that is the inverse of the sum of g over all possi-
ble frequency patterns so that X


y g(y) = 1. To do so, con-

sider the probability function that assigns each frequency pattern

y = (yr,t)r=1,...,M+1,t=n,o the equal probability f (y) =


qo+M
M

−1


qn+M

M

−1
and note that


y f (y) = 1. Furthermore it is not

difficult to see that g dominates f . It follows as an instance of so-
called inverse importance sampling (Evans & Swartz, 2000, Chap-
ter 7.4) that the desired constant X is approximated by Tm =
1
m

m
i=1 f (yi)/g(yi), where yi are sampled from the probability

function proportional to g via the (non-refined) Gibbs sampler.
Monitoring the acceptance rates in the second rejection

sampling step of the algorithm allows one to estimate the
normalizing constant for the probability function of the model
with UVSDT restriction. This uses the following result (e.g., Evans
& Swartz, 2000, Chapter 3). If p is a proposal density and d is
proportional to a density from which we wish to sample with
d ≤ p, then the probability pa of accepting samples from p in
rejection sampling based on d equals


d. Set p = Xg and let h be

the maximum likelihood under the model with UVSDT restriction
from the previous section. It follows (because h ≤ g and hence,
Xh ≤ Xg) that pa = X


h. Hence, the desired constant Q is given

by log(X) − log(pa).

Approximation error

Consider first the approximation of NML via Tm =
1
m


i f (yi |

θ̂ (yi))/h(yi), where h is the maximum-likelihood of the model
with the UVSDT restrictions discussed above, the yi are patterns
of frequency counts sampled from that model, and f is the model
function for one of the candidate models of recognition memory.
As m becomes large, Tm approximates T where log(T ) is the NML
penalty up to an additive constantQ . If sm is the standard deviation
of a set of m independent, identically distributed sampled f (yi |

θ̂ (yi))/h(yi), then an asymptotically valid (1 − α) confidence
interval for T is given by
Tm − z(1− α

2 )
sm
√
m

, Tm + z(1− α
2 )

sm
√
m


.

This means that for large m, the true value T is contained in
the confidence interval with half-lengths ±3 sm√

m with virtual cer-
tainty. Monte Carlo methods yield, following convergence of the
chain, identically, but not independently distributed samples f (yi |

θ̂ (yi))/h(yi). There are different methods of estimating the quan-
tity sm taking this into account, and we used the method known
as batching (Evans & Swartz, 2000, Chapter 7.5.2). For this pur-
pose, we divide the sequence of m values f (yi | θ̂ (yi))/h(yi) into
nonoverlapping sequential batches of size l = 100×nthreads, where
nthreads is the number of independent threads thatwe generate (be-
tween 8 and 32, depending on the machine on which we were
working) for values of m that are multiples of the batch size. The
estimate of sm is

√
l times the estimated standard deviation of the

batchwise means around the grand mean of the entire sequence.
Given the estimate of the asymptotic standard error sm√

m of T , the

asymptotic standard error of log(T ) is estimated by 1
Tm

sm√
m (Rao,

1973, Chapter 6a).
The constant Q is the sum of two parts: The (logarithm) of the

normalizing constant X for g and (minus) the logarithm of the
acceptance rate of the rejection step of the sampling scheme for
the model with the UVSDT restrictions. An asymptotic estimate
of the standard error for the normalizing constant X for g (and
of its logarithm) can be computed as for T , given that it was
approximated analogously. This is also true for standard errors for
pa and log(pa), given that we also computed pa analogously; that is
by sampling from the distribution with density proportional to the
maximum likelihood g of the saturated model and estimating pa
as 1

m


i(1yig(yi))/g(yi) with 1yi equal one if yi was accepted and

zero otherwise (more precisely, we sampled pairs (ui, yi), where ui
are samples from a uniform distribution on (0, 1) independent of
each other and the yj and we defined 1yi as a function of (ui, yi) to
equal one, if ui ≤ h(yi)/g(yi) and to equal zero otherwise).

The algorithm began with a phase in which X was estimated
to high precision, sampling from the density Xg via the Gibbs
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sampler until the asymptotic standard error s1 of log(X) was
smaller than a preselected constant much smaller than 0.1. In a
second phase, we continued sampling from the density Xg via
the Gibbs sampler estimating pa this time until the asymptotic
standard error s2 of log(pa)was smaller than a preselected constant
much smaller than 0.1. In a subsequent third phase, we sampled
from the density proportional to the maximum likelihood of the
model with UVSDT restriction, monitoring the standard error s3 of
the estimate of log(T ) obtained thereby. Because the samples on
which the estimates of s1, s2, and s3 are based are independent of
each other,7 an estimate of the total standard error for estimating

NML = log(T ) − log(X) + log(pa) was sE =


s21 + s22 + s23.

Sampling in the third phase proceeded until the breadth of the
asymptotic confidence interval for NML with z(1− α

2 ) = 3 was
smaller than 0.1 (i.e. until 6 × sE < 0.1). This ensures that the
NML values are estimated with an accuracy of at least one decimal
place.

Numerical issues

The same non-trivial numerical issues require careful attention
in the NML computation as in Klauer and Kellen (2011a). These
are (a) round-off error in sums over many terms, (b) the problem
of extreme parameter values, and (c) local minima in maximum-
likelihood estimation. Basically the same remarks apply regarding
these issues as stated in Appendix B of Klauer and Kellen (2011a).

Appendix B. Supplementary data

Supplementary material related to this article can be found
online at http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.jmp.2015.05.002.
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